Group Team Building and Recreation
Rosseau Challenge  
starting from $95 per person

Striving to be the best is about going beyond conventional thinking. This orienteering challenge empowers groups to work together to navigate through the resort and immediate area to a number of strategically placed check points. Teams will have to work together in order to create and implement solutions, while building relationships and having fun.

Participants | Minimum: 12 Maximum: 300 | Duration: 2 hrs

Going For Gold  
starting from $100 per person

This event is for the “not so serious” athletes who are interested in a fun-spirited, team building competition. Our Going For Gold program is modified to suit any environment and can be designed with a focus on sporting activities or games. Teams will begin by taking an oath, and then will begin the battle for gold.

Participants | Minimum: 12 Maximum: 300 | Duration: 2 hrs

Mission Possible  
starting from $95 per person

The CEO of your organization has been kidnapped. As a team your mission is to find the location on the resort where he/she is being held. Special Operations teams will race to find strategically placed clues and complete initiative tasks at operated checkpoints.

Participants | Minimum: 12 Maximum: 300 | Duration: 2 hrs

Team Synergy  
starting from $85 per person

Your team is tasked with the challenge of constructing an item from materials provided in a team package. Teams work cooperatively to negotiate for, or purchase, items they may need to complete their build. Built items will be judged on aesthetics, marketability, functionality and participation.

Model Car $85 per person  |  Sink or Swim $90 per person  |  Bike Build $110 per person

Participants | Minimum: 15 Maximum: 300 | Duration: 2 hrs

Team Building

SOAR will take your organization to a whole new level of excellence and achievement. A team program where people are the focus, where growth is nurtured by challenge, where fun contributes to community, and where the opportunity for self discovery is limitless.
Photo Rally

Navigate across the resort to a number of strategically placed checkpoints. With digital cameras in hand, participants will have fun, explore the area and learn more about each other. Participants’ photos will be collected at the end of the activity, and arranged in a slideshow.
Participants | Minimum: 15 Maximum: 150 | Duration: 1.5 hrs

Corporate Challenges

SOAR customizes this event to reflect the communicated needs of the client. Completely tailored to your corporate objectives, SOAR facilitators deliver organized challenges designed to highlight the development of skills clients are seeking. All challenges are framed metaphorically to help participants relate in a manner that is current and relevant to their corporate situation.
Participants | Minimum: 20 Maximum: 80 | Duration: 2 hrs

Rosseau Canoe Regatta

This regatta is the perfect activity to take your corporate events to a new level by introducing a high energy activity that everyone can do—all ages, fitness levels. Participants will be involved in dry land training, team challenges, practice paddles and, of course, head-to-head races.
Participants | Minimum: 14 Maximum: 80 | Duration: 2 hrs

Looking for more team building options?

SOAR offers variety and expertise. Contact your Sales Manager for more information and ask about the additional programs we offer.

Don’t see a program that piques your interest?

SOAR can work directly with you to custom design programs that draw the connections between experiential learning and your company’s strategic priorities, mission, vision and values. Our action learning approach engages people from the world of business, education and human services in a powerful, hands-on approach to training, thereby giving each member of your team the skill sets required to move your organization to the next level.
Outdoor Adventures

Come visit Muskoka’s premier playground, just two hours north of the Greater Toronto Area. JW Marriott The Rosseau Muskoka and SOAR continue to expand the array of attractions to support your group getaway.

Segway Tours
Explore everything the Rosseau has to offer all while gliding around on two wheels. The group will begin by attending a quick Segway ground school training and practice session to get familiarized with the equipment. It is a safe, easy and a fun way to spend your afternoon outside the conference room.
Participants | Minimum: 4 Maximum: 6

Zip Lining
Experience Muskoka scenery at a whole new level. Soar through the air on a dual zip line in this exhilarating activity. Exclusive access, facilitators, instructions and safety equipment included.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 60

Arboreal Tree Climb
This is an ideal way to add some extra fun for your group and take a good look at the beautiful scenery before jumping off and enjoying a thrilling and safe rappel down. Whether climbers are beginners, intermediate or advance, the Arboreal Tree Climb is the perfect way to transform a tree or pole into a thrilling and skills-building adventure.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 20

Combine the Arboreal Tree Climb, Zip Lining, Segway Tours and more for the ultimate Adventure Park experience.
Outdoor Adventures

**Bike Tours**
Explore the back roads of Muskoka on a guided bicycle tour.  
Starting from $30 per person/hr  
Participants | Minimum: 6 Maximum: 12

**Guided Walk**
On a casual stroll around the property, learn about local flora, fauna, and a little more about The Rosseau’s history.  
Starting from $15 per person/hr  
Participants | Minimum: 6 Maximum: 25

**Golfing**
Allow SOAR to take care of your group’s golf needs.  
Starting from $80 per person  
Participants | Minimum: N/A Maximum: N/A

**Horse Drawn Wagon Rides**
Sit back and enjoy the picturesque Muskoka scenery on this popular ride. The wagon can accommodate 14 people at one time. Each ride can vary in length depending on your group size.  
Starting from $700/hr  
Participants | Minimum: 6 Maximum: 28

**Horseback Riding**
Enjoy a custom outdoor ride on Muskoka’s finest trails. Get acquainted with your horse through an orientation, and then take the reins and ride. This is an off-site activity and requires transportation at an additional cost.  
Starting from $130 per person/1.5 hrs  
Participants | Minimum: 3 Maximum: 8

**Astronomy**
Join our naturalist under the dark night sky to observe constellations, planets and celestial wonders.  
With the air of a Meade 12” LX 200 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, you can see 10,000 times farther than the naked eye.  
Starting from $650/hr  
Participants | Minimum: 4 Maximum: 30
Waterfront Activities

Make your way down to the waterfront to experience Lake Rosseau. A variety of activities await you and your group, guaranteed to create lasting memories.

Jet Ski Tours  
starting from $160 per person/hr
Take your team outside and on the water for a thrilling tour of Lake Joseph and Lake Rosseau. Your guide will lead you around the water and allow you free time to explore on your own. All tours begin with a quick jet ski tutorial to ensure you are feeling comfortable and confident on the water.
Participants | Minimum: 3 Maximum: 7

Rosseau Watersports Extravaganza  
starting from $550/hr
This is the perfect activity to introduce all ages and all fitness levels to the joys of a waterfront adventure and the beautiful Lake Rosseau on our sport boat. Participants can choose any or all of the following activities: Water Skiing, Wakeboarding, Wakesurfing, Tubbing or Banana Boat.
Participants | Minimum: N/A Maximum: 4

Pontoon Tours  
starting from $450/hr
Allow your group to take in the spectacular views as you cruise among the lake’s islands and inlets on your own exclusive tour.
Participants | Minimum: N/A Maximum: 10

SOAR has the ability to customize attractions to create your ideal water experience.
Guided Paddle Tours

starting from $30 per person/hr

Enjoy a relaxing guided paddle on Lake Rosseau while learning some fun facts about the lake, the resort and other surroundings. Choose between a kayak or canoe.

Participants | Minimum: 6 Maximum: 16

Private Charter

starting from $450/hr

Enjoy a guided charter on one of our vessels ranging from a speed boat to a vintage woody boat. There are many architecturally unique cottages to see on the Muskoka Lakes. We are able to cater our route to your needs and desires.

Participants | Minimum: N/A Maximum: 10

Muskoka Cruise

starting from $1,800/1.5hrs

Engage in an authentic Muskoka experience and climb aboard a charming historic boat offering a spectacular view of the water.

Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 35

Steamship Cruise

starting from $8,100/3hrs

The Wenonah II combines classic elegance and modern convenience guaranteed to wow your group. This cruise is ideal for a daytime lunch or an evening dinner event. Catering provided through the resort, not included in price.

Participants | Minimum: 35 Maximum: 216
Casino Experience  
starting from $60 per person
We will bring the excitement and competition of a casino to your event. Provided with chips, dealers and casino tables, participants are encouraged to mingle and experience all the event has to offer.
Participants | Minimum: 30 Maximum: 300

We’ve Got Game  
starting from $60 per person
From post-conference networking, to creating amusement during a meeting or adding that touch of fun in your hospitality suite, we have the games for you. Create your ideal indoor or outdoor gaming experience.
Participants | Minimum: 30 Maximum: 300

Karaoke Night  
starting from $1,500
Allow your team to bond over their amazing (or not so amazing) singing skills. This karaoke night includes a DJ host and a vast song list with optional song requests. Props and costumes available upon request.
Participants | Minimum: 30 Maximum: 300

Murder Mystery Night  
starting from $4,500
Just when you think you know who is sitting beside you, the night takes a turn and your neighbor just may be the culprit. Engage your group in solving a hilarious and interactive murder mystery.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: Unlimited

Magician  
starting from $1,600
Are you looking to wow your guests? Allow us to arrange an inexplicable, comical and custom scripted magic show for your group.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: Unlimited

Live Music  
starting from $800
Be serenaded by a live music artist or band during your event. Choose from a selection of live music options such as DJs, bands, specialty duos and trios, and more.
Participants | Minimum: N/A Maximum: Room Occupancy Capacity
Craft Beer Tasting starting from $300 + $30 per person/hr
Enjoy a variety of beers as a Brewmaster tells the story of their brewery's unique journey. 7 days advance notice required for this activity.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 150

Wine Tasting starting from $300 + $55 per person/hr
Experience a sommelier guided journey of flavour from our vast selection of delicious in-house wines and explore which wines best suit your taste buds. 7 days advance notice required for this activity.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 150

Scotch Nosing starting from $300 + $55 per person/hr
Appreciate a variety of flavour profiles in this informative scotch whisky nosing accompanied by a whisky expert.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 150

Cooking Demonstration starting from $300 + $50 per person/hr
In this interactive workshop, our culinary leader will walk you through how to prepare a delicious dish that you can showcase at your next dinner party.
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 20

Flair Bartending Workshop starting from $650/hr
Allow your group the opportunity to learn and practice bartending moves from a professional flair bartender.
Participants | Minimum: 3 Maximum: 15

Mixology Workshop starting from $650/hr
Explore the world of mixology and taste a variety of unique cocktail creations. Learn how to mix crowd-pleasing cocktails like a pro.
Participants | Minimum: 3 Maximum: 15
## The Arts

Art continues to be one of the best forms of therapy, expression and creativity. Join us for an interactive workshop, and create a unique and beautiful work of art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mini Paddle Painting</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decorative mini canoe paddles have been found on walls of the most spectacular cottages in Muskoka. Join the trend and bring a piece of Muskoka home with you.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watercolour Journaling</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Let your artistic side shine through as you become inspired by your own ideas and external surroundings. Local Muskoka artist will teach the basics of sketching, journaling and watercolour painting.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol Ink Tiles</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learn how to use alcohol ink on tiles to create a unique piece of art that could be used to adorn your walls, backsplash or become your favourite coaster.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acrylic Pouring</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic pouring is an innovative way to apply beautiful colours and random patterns to a canvas. Learn how paint can move more freely across a canvas and experience creating a piece of art using no tools.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twisted Wire Jewelry Workshop</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire Wrapping is one of the oldest techniques for making handmade jewelry. Create your own unique jewelry such as a necklace or key chain using simple elements such as silver, stones, leather and sea glass.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clay Sculpting</th>
<th>starting from $50 per person/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meet with a local Muskoka artist to learn techniques on how to model and manipulate the clay to form your very own clay sculpture.</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wellness and Fitness

Kickstart your morning, take a break throughout the day or clear your mind during the evening hours. From various stretches and meditations to mind-body workouts, we offer the perfect rejuvenating wellness session for your team.

**Flow Class**
starting from $30 per person/hr
Flow through a series of sequences and poses programmed to music and designed to encourage both developmental stretching and strength. Suitable for all participants, our instructors can scale and adapt movements for everyone, utilizing a variety of poses and weight.
Participants | Minimum: 8 Maximum: 30

**Circuit Class**
starting from $30 per person/hr
Work through 10 stations with 20 different (weighted and non-weighted) exercises designed to give you a full body workout. From kettlebells to box jumps, this diverse class situated directly beside beautiful Lake Rosseau will have your team working hard and together fast. (Outdoor location is weather dependent)
Participants | Minimum: 8 Maximum: 30

**TruStretch Class**
starting from $30 per person/hr
A class designed to touch every muscle in your body through stretching and light dynamic sequences. Utilizing a bamboo staff to help with body placement, you will be guided through a series of movements and stretches in order to provide a deep release.
Participants | Minimum: 8 Maximum: 30

**Sunset/Sunrise Class**
starting from $30 per person/hr
Experience either an early morning or late evening period of relaxation from our fitness studio directly beside the lake as our instructors guide you through simple, deep stretches, and relaxing and rejuvenating thoughts. Perfect for creating a productive and appreciative mindset for your team.
Participants | Minimum: 8 Maximum: 40

**Company Fun Run**
starting from $750/hr
Race 2.5km, 5km or 10km around the resort grounds exclusively for your team. Equipped with personalized start/finish line, checkpoints, and refreshments. At an additional cost, custom race shirts will be designed for your team to wear together. A great way to start or cap off your time at the JW Marriott.
Participants | Minimum: 12 Maximum: 100+

All sessions take place on our new fitness pad overlooking Lake Rosseau.
Winter Activities

Experience the great outdoors during Muskoka’s winter wonderland.

Guided Snowshoe Walk  
starting from $25 per person/hr  
Embell on a truly Canadian activity and explore property trails on a casually paced guided snowshoe walk. 
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 25

Guided Fat Bike Tour  
starting from $30 per person/hr  
Explore the outdoors on a fat bike. This bike has been designed for the winter season allowing for a safe and fun outdoor Muskoka experience. 
Participants | Minimum: 4 Maximum: 6

Hockey Game  
starting from $200 + $20 per person/hr  
Have your group participate in Canada’s favourite pastime. Engage in either a ball hockey or ice hockey game. This activity includes nets, skates (if applicable), hockey sticks and a referee. 
Participants | Minimum: 8 Maximum: 20

Snowga  
starting from $40 per person/hr  
Enjoy a casual snowshoe on the resort grounds to warm up, followed by an outdoor yoga session in the snow. 
Participants | Minimum: 10 Maximum: 20

Don’t see what you are looking for?  
Find out about other offsite winter activities in the area.  
All activities are weather dependent.
Transportation

From boat taxis to luxury coaches– SOAR can get you where you need to be, on time and in style.

- Airport Transfers
- Highway Coaches
- Limousines
- Water Taxi
- Helicopters
- Float Planes

Enhancement Items

If you can think of it, we can make it happen. Your guests want to be entertained – we are here to make sure they are. Here are a few favourites:

- Flair Bartenders
- Beaver Tail Station
- Photo Booth
- Karaoke Machine
- Décor Packages
Our team takes pride in making your experience extraordinary.

*Let us help you plan your event today*

SOAR Management
marise@soarmanagement.com

1050 Paington House Rd., Minett, Muskoka Lakes, ON P0B 1G0
705-765-1900 | therosseau.com